
 

Using gb GNSS data in HIRLAM



 

Running an NWP model



 



 

Data assimilation

• NWP model HIRLAM requires initial conditions and boundary 
conditions. 

• Initial conditions are found via data assimilation in which 
observations and model state information is combined in a 
statistically optimal way.

• Ingredients are
1. Observations

2. Old model state (so-called first gues, e.g. 3 or 6 h forecast).

3. A mapping from model space to observation space by means of 
observation operators. 

4. Statistical assumptions, determined statistical relations, and physical 
balances taken into account in the assimilation system.

5. A new type of observation requires a new observation operator and 
determination of the associated statistics.

• Outcome is a new model field, the so-called analysis. The 
analysis is used to start the next NWP forecast run.



 

In 3DVar the analysis is found via minimization of a cost 
function J.

Here H is the observation operator. It maps from model 
space (state vector x) to observation space (state vector 
y). B is the error covariance matrix of the NWP model. R 
is the error covariance matrix for the observations, 
including errors of representativeness. R is normally 
assumed diagonal.

This assumption is not valid for ground based GNSS 
ZTDs and derived properties.



 

Using gb GNSS data in HIRLAM
Use of gb GNSS data in HIRLAM has been possible since late nineties. In 

principle, if you can run HIRLAM data assimilation, you can assimilate gb 
GNSS data.

 Despite this gb GNSS data are today not used operationally at any HIRLAM 
institute. But many are preparing for it, and plan to start operational 
usage quite soon.  

In spite of the existing capabilitites use of gb GNSS data in HIRLAM in practice 
requires a number of steps be taken at every institute wanting to utilise 
gb GNSS data in NWP.

A – Preparations
1) Organising NRT access to the observations.

• Either download COST716 ascii format data from the E-GVAP 
ftp-server

• Or take down BUFR files with gb GNSS data from GTS. This 
may require requesting the data be forwarded to ones institute 
from relevant institute upstream. And that you learn to decode 
the bufr files.



 

2)  Learn how to get the data into the assimilation system. This means 
to extract the relevant part of the data, and convert to the input 
format used for gb GNSS observations in HIRLAM. 

• For the moment this is a very simple ascii format (not COST716 
format).

• In this file one specifies name (siteid&AC as one ”word”), 
location, time of observation, observations and associated 
errors of observations. 

• The errors determine how much weight is given to the 
observations during the assimilation. The smaller the error the 
higher the weight. 

3) Compare for a period the observations to HIRLAM forecasts, to 
determine O – B statistics (observation – first guess). 

• This is most easily done via ”passive assimilation”, in which the 
data are added to the observations presented to the model during 
assimilation, but not actually assimilated. This can be achived by 
setting the relevant logical switch or by giving the observations a 
very high observation error in the input file.



 

4) Based on the O-B statistics decide which sites (site = location (GPS 
reciever) + processing centre) are to be used in real assimilation.

• There is no standard software for doing this.
• You have seen that Météo France and UK Met Office use two 

widely different approaches.  Consider which will be most 
beneficial in your case.

• At DMI we are using a selection procedure resembling the one 
used by Météo France,  including:
– Determine statistically whether O-B offsets for any site have a 

Gaussian distribution.
– For passing sites at same location select the one which has the 

smallest O-B standard deviation. We use the standard deviation as 
observation error. In reality is should be a bit smaller, since also 
model error is included in the calculation, but it is a good starting 
point.

– Use biases from the O-B statistics bias correction (= long term bias 
correction, notice that in HIRLAM short term runing average bias 
correction is possible).

– Consider data thinning if data density is comparable to model 
resolution or higher. (We do not thin at present).



 

• This results in a white list, naming those sites that may enter the 
assimilation system and providing bias corrections and 
observations errors.

• Obviously new sites will require extensive monitoring before they 
can enter such a system. It is more man power consuming that 
than the UK Met Office selection procedure.

• We should in regi of both E-GVAP and HIRLAM consider to 
exchange software for this particular type of O-B treatment and 
selection procedure, which is not standard for other observations. 
Possibly also exchange results. We might learn that biases and 
standard devations between different HIRLAM models are small 
enough that not all HIRLAM countries need determine white lists.

 



 

 

B – Actual assimilation.
3) Use the white lists and the time of assimliation to select from the 

E-GVAP data files the sites and observations to be presented to 
the assimilation system.

4) Set the relevant logical switches for assimilation of the gb GNSS 
data of your choice. Typically it will be ZTD.

5) Monitor the performance of the system. Both via HIRLAM 
assimlation statistics, by forecast skill, but also via the E-GVAP 
monitoring facilities. We are still in a phase were data quality can 
have transient problems, and monitoring is important. 

6) Set up the system in such a way that you get O-B statistics for 
new sites automatically (without having to put them manually on 
any list), but without having them contribute in practice to the 
active assimilation, thereby preparing for future use of the sites.



 

Validation plot 
from E-GVAP 
monitoring page



 

Conclusion and questions from DMI monitoring

• Based on the O-B screening all ACs process sites that get rejected from 
the whitelist.

• This is not necessarily always a problem of the site or the processing. Also 
NWP models have problems.

• However, even for the same site the ACs sometimes differ significantly in 
their statistics. It would be nice to understand why.

• In the continuous monitoring (ie. not just every 6 hours, when we do data 
assimilation) we see a significant difference in the size of the variation of 
the ZTD on short timescales. It would be nice to understand why. Is it just 
differences in the constraints applied in the processing (in which case we 
can do some type of averaging for AC with weak constraints), or is there 
more to it?

• It will help us to prepare better assimilation of GNSS ZTDs if we 
understood better the nature of the differences between the ACs. Or if the 
differences got smaller… 

• It is absolutely vital, that if changes are done to the AC processing a 
message is forwarded to the NWP users. We will come back to this 
tomorrow.



 

DMI impact results from case studies
• Conducted experiments for July 2007 and January 2008. Not fully 

analysed yet.
• Assimilation is based on whitelists. Bias subtraction and std. dev. 

are based on monthlong statistics. Std. dev. is used as observation 
error.

• Control experiments include all obs. data used in operational DMI 
HIRLAM. GNSS experiments add GNSS ZTD to this.

• All experiments include ”large scale blending” = a ”re-analysis” in 
which ECMWF analyses are blended into the HIRLAM analysis. This 
to take advantage of the superior ECMWF treatment of satellite data 
(HIRLAM has a much lower top). This improves the analyses 
significantly, but reduces the ability of any single observing system 
to improve the analyses.

• The assimilation done is based on 3DVar, with an assimilation 
frequency of 6 hours.

• The runs cover the whole European area (+ a lot more), and are 
made at 0.15 degrees resolution.  

• DMI (and HIRLAM) still use COST716 ascii format for input!
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Conclusion from DMI case studies.

• Of the order 160 ZTDs were assimilated per cycle, 
based on the whitelist screening. Potentially the number 
is much larger. Some regions were without any ZTD 
data, e.g. no NGAA data in the January experiment.

• Objective statistical verification reveals a neutral impact 
in both the summer and  the winter run.

• Subjective analysis of the results, in particular of 
precipitation fields, must be carried out before a final 
conclusion can be made.  



 

ZTD = ZHD + ZWD (approx. 2 m + 0 to 0.5 m)
Comparison between HIRLAM and radiosondes


